FOR MORE INFO
OUR INITIATIVES
ACC ECONOMIC DAY (AED)
An all-inclusive sector oriented bi-annual initiative
organised by the ACC to bring together African businesses
and their global stake holding partners involved in the
local production & transformation of natural ressources in
the sectors of agriculture, mining, fashion, textile, etc for
enhanced productivity.

www.africanchamber-abo.org
www.ficota.org
info@ http://africanchamber-abo.org
africanchambernetwork@gmail.com
237 695 228 348
+237 677 581 551
+237 222 209 776

FORUM INTERNATIONALE D’ACC SUR LA
PRODUCTION ET LA TRANSFORMATION
(FICOTA)
An African initiative to improve infrastructures and perfomance in the cotton, textile and accessories transformation value chain for improved productivity in quality and
quantity of goods and services.

ACC KBFWEEK PARTNERSHIP

A festival which show cases the know-how of stakeholders
and entrepreneurs in the cotton,textile, fabrics and accessories value chain.

ACC AWARDS
At ACC, we award deserving candidates to distinguish their
works and significant efforts towards the development of
their various fields and emergence the African economy.

A PLATFORM FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALL
INCLUSIVE GROWTH OF
AFRICA’S ECONOMY

ACC INCUBATORS

A platform suitable for the growth of young African startups. This space offers the young entrepreneur with a wide
variety of experienced entrepreneurs from Africa and the
Diaspora to provide mentoring assistance.

ACC CHARITIES

a private
sector
initiative

OUR VISION
ACC aims to establish an interactive
advocacy platform to offer strategic collaboration and professional partnerships
providing adapted or/ adaptable solutions to African problems and enabling
African entrepreneurs to attain new
markets in response to long-standing
development initiatives for the continent.

WHAT IS ACC ?
Created in November 2015, The African Chamber of Trade
and Commerce (ACC) is an African initiative with purpose to
create lucrative opportunities for people and enterprises, so
as to facilitate the economic development and emergence
of the African Continent. It focuses on providing adapted solutions to African problems.
As one of Africa’s most innovative business chamber organizations, ACC deploys itself through credible partnerships to
build international reliable networks for business and thereby ensuring Africa’s rebirth. The chamber equally seeks
to promote a significant growth rate in Africa’s productivity
by matching efforts to expected benefits with the use of
existing trade tools between Africa and her development
partners, currently faced with huge challenges on modern
technology in today’s business world.
We believe adapted skills and solutions to African Problems
and good governance practices will generate increased
productivity through competitive Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in response to Africa’s business potential. An
all-inclusive approach to promote competition in products
and services will enhance sustainable growth to the benefit
of African businesses. ACC envisions that, economic stability
of markets is obtainable through the sustainable growth of
SMEs.

‘‘ACC works through commissions with
skilled experts aimed at growing a comprehensive, competitive, all inclusive and
attractive business climate’’

OUR STRUCTURE
ACC is stratified into a well organised structure so as to accomplish its vision and mission. It is made up of three main
organs.;

OUR OBJECTIVE
‘‘The ACC’s objective is to create
profitable businesses and institutions for interested partners in
Africa. In other words, the Chamber intends to facilitate processes
to generate finances for Africa
through Africans.

The General
Assembly

The Board of
Directors

The Executive
Office

MEMBERSHIP
Why Join ACC?
As a Chamber, ACC offers its members a wide scope of advantages to help them be more productivity in their various
fields. With its diverse commissions and members, the organisation provides its members with a rich network of investors from Africa and the diaspora.
By joining ACC, you don’t only contribute to the growth
of your company or organisation, but you equally play an
important role in facilitating the emergence of the African
continent as whole.

“ACC’s provides its members with a
suitable platfrom for maturing and
mentoring.”

